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Okay where did summer go? I was just in short sleeves and now I’m wearing fleece. It’s a
good thing there are cider donuts to ease the need to bundle back up.
However, that beginning sentence needs to be edited to how fortunate GRoNY. We
know the four seasons each have their own unique perks bringing mud in Spring, heat in
Summer, brilliant color trees in Fall and the brrr chilly air, which will prepare us for the
white stuff which will come in Winter. Our hearts go out to Texas residents, two legged
and four legged, all are going thru so much more than I have ever incurred, nor would
want to. Hoping our GRoNY greyhound family who moved there because of a work
transfer last year, is doing okay.
Do you have an evaluation plan for your family? I did not however during a visit to the
NY State Fair, which has many venues, vendors and events, there was an emergency
preparation class. At the end of the class, we had a backpack with a starter kit, and were
instructed to add and personalize the kit for our family. This class was enlightening and
informative, and mostly a wakeup call for my non preparedness, there is a website,
https://prepare.ny.gov it does provide an online class and information which could be of
help in planning for your family and your greyhounds’ safety.
With that being mentioned, has your address or email changed? GRoNY tries to keep the
database and information updated, please take a moment to reply and send GRoNY your
new address, if you have moved during the time you have adopted your fur-kid.
One last note on the short newsletter, the 2018 Celebrating Greyhound calendars have
arrived and will be available for purchase at the September 10th clinics. Remember one
clinic will be in Saratoga at the Farmer Market on Route 9 and the other will be at the
Carrot Festival on Route 7 in Niskayuna, check GRoNY website
www.greyhoundrescueofny.com for directions to each clinic. Plus for those who would
like to order by email for pick up at a future clinic, or if mailed there is additional for
postage.

Stop at a clinic when you can, send a note to let GRoNY know you are doing okay if you
are unable to stop by a clinic.
Nice chatting with you, until the next time
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